
PENINGTON There are a number of PENINGTONS recorded in TADCASTER.

The information is at best - patchy. 

Using Pewter Society Numbers – PS7238 - Perhaps a Mrs Penington who made or sold pewter was searched 
at Tadcaster in 1676 PS16769 - Nicholas Penington (perhaps related to above) working years 
(Ricketts – Apprentices GB) recorded as a PEWTERER when his GRANDSON was apprenticed in 1716  

The grandsons name is unknown. 

PS13392 – Robert Penington born 1692 married at Saxton in Elmet Yorks in 1720 died in 1722 on 7th Nov 
(his wife 2 weeks later) both during a smallpox outbreak. (Information from research by Steve Custons).  

He worked in Tadcaster. He was said to be a searcher in 1714 (though was that rather young for a senior 
role?)  

R-spread eagle- P small beaded mark (eagle faces left) shown against this name – as most likely.

Though it might have been used firstly by a relative (parent or uncle?) before him.

RP or PENINGTON is known especially for 1 style of flagon with this name within a rectangle or as the small 
RP mark. Which does not mean this Penington made them, or made them all. RP also made straight sided 
flagons and sadware (narrow rimmed plates and perhaps more). Swaledale some 70 miles from Tadcaster 
held several pieces of his pewter. previously a NP sold pewter in Wensleydale.

He is unlikely to have made all as one is engraved “SB 1697” and shows remains perhaps of small beaded 
mark in base. A Kirkby Stephen piece (with no maker’s mark) is engraved for 1727.  

What might be said because of where found, and years shown, is that this family of PENNINGTON could 
have made them. The name as PENINGTON in this style of flagon was first recorded (as known by this 
writer) in 2004 by old pewter authority and dealer Martin Roberts at an auction in Penrith where he 
recorded an exceptionally large flagon of this style as his photos show.  

He later visited York Minster and in 2005 wrote to the Church Wardens of St Denys Church York concerning 
the St Denys pair of flagons at the Minster. He there noted the small R-eagle- P mark. He has been helpful 
with this research.  

Kindly in mid March 2018 Martin Roberts added...... From FindMyPast and Ancestry, 
"An" [sic], daughter of a Robert Penington, baptised Tadcaster 1673 - this Robert seems to have died in 
1697.
A Nicholas Pennington was buried at Tadcaster, 2nd April 1724. A Nicholas Penington of Tadcaster, 
probably this man, was recorded as a pewterer in 1716 when his grandson Richard was apprenticed to a 
cordwainer (called Harrison, as it happens) in Tadcaster 
It still remains to distinguish these Tadcaster Peningtons from the Wigan clan. I note there is a Nicholas 
Penington recorded as pewterer in Wigan 1658-75; given these dates, it is not impossible he is the 
grandfather of Richard the apprentice, having migrated to Tadcaster at some point.

 

One "N" in Penington



PENINGTON “RP” YORK ACORN FLAGONS 
Martin Roberts in 2004/2005 writing of one such flagon at auction in Penrith (in an 
email to the Church Wardens of St Denys Church York) said it had in the base 
*EN(N)INGTO*   I have not seen that one and it was said to be very large -(I do not yet 
know what that meant).

JF naturally speculated it was a Wigan name (indeed it was - as well as London and 
other English areas).  It is thought that - like Edmund Harvey - the family came from 
there.
I have managed to photograph a small mark in 3 of these flagons which is "R -spread 
eagle facing left- P". 

All Churches where I have found them are in easy reach of York.  Robert Penington 
died at age 30 in 1722 (the Neish example at Stirling is engraved 1727 – another in a 
North Yorkshire Church is engraved 1697!)  

Robert Penington is recorded as born in 1692 and as a Searcher in 1714 (so highly 
thought of - or his Father or Uncle ?). His death and his wife’s two weeks later just two 
years after marriage was during an outbreak of small pox in the York area. 

Penington thus fits, mostly for the years, likely sales area, apparently well thought of, 
There also exist narrow rim plates and straight sided flagons. I have not seen any of 
his pieces recorded in any collections (other than the Neish at Smith Stirling).  The St 
Denys flagon(s) was known of and one was illustrated in the 1920s.Three are in York 
Minster Treasury, two with this mark. This mark above was new to the data base. The 
PENINGTON mark is now recorded. (see page 5 bottom left)

Below are the 9 Penington Flagons I have recorded. These are 
the earliest known York Acorn Communion Flagons. The first 
one below right can be seen at The Smith Art Gallery and 
Museum at Stirling Scotland.



No.1 in this document – (JSB ref no 18) 
NEISH collection  at Smith Stirling Museum

There are a number of differences between this and 
number 2 opposite  Copy above for 887a relates.

No 2 in this document (JSB no 31) 
A ta North Yorkshire Church. Height 16” to 
top of the thumbpiece thus same size as 
Neish.         



REMAINS OF MARK

1718 top right 

The North Yorkshire (no 31) above left – from table to rim is just under 13”, from table top of 
thumbpiece 16” its base diameter is 5 ½”, it weighs 2704 grams. There is remains of a mark in 
the base and dated engraving (1718) to the front. 

I am aware the date on engraving does not tell us when the piece was made, or indeed 
engraved, only when it was - probably - in use. 



YORK MINSTER    firstly one of two St Denys Church Flagons 

No 3 in this document (JSB ref no 47)  YORK MINSTER – ST DENYS CHURCH YORK FLAGON 

Measurements Table to rim 11 1/8” Table to top of acorn 14” weight 2383 grams 

Makers Mark – “R- Spread Eagle head to left-P” Inscription dated 1718  





R  P 

This Flagon was bought at….ye charge of ye Parish Of St Dyonis…. 

in Walmgate Tho:Shipton Michael B(i?)ennington….Church Wardens 



No 4 in this document - (JSB ref no 48) YORK MINSTER – ST DENYS CHURCH YORK 
FLAGON second one of a pair. Measurements – foot 6” diameter, height table to rim 
about 11”, to acorn top 14” unmarked by maker, (THOUGH IN 1915 SAID TO HAVE RP 
IN BASE) chatter lines to base, same engraved inscription but without the date. 
Previously illustrated as –  





Although there are no marks is there an 
inverse struck RP within a rectangle in the 
underneath edge of the centre piece. It is 
faint but then what else is it and the small 

rectangle is very apparent. 

A most unusual and impractical thumbpiece 



The Pewter in St Denis included 2 footed patens, 1 plate and 1 basin. 

It is not unreasonable to assume that the footed paten was in fact a flagon stand. This use is 
apparent or likely in other Churches, clearly no photos exist showing this use. The strong 
foot (probably a candlestick base is surely there to give stability – whereas with genteel 
uses only a thin column would have been needed. 

Here the two patens – weigh 741 gms and 760 gms – both plates are 9” diameter, and 3” 
tall with a 3 5/8” diameter foot (to the second the first was not measured). 

Both are marked by John Donne of London’s makers mark and his LONDON quality mark. 
This adds to our knowledge as he is thought of as a holloware pewterer only his mugs being 
especially well known. He worked from 1683-1627 and the date to the engraving of the first 
St Denis flagon is 1718. It also begs the questions if the flagon stands are sourced from John 
Donne then was “R P” (likely PENINGTON) also a London Pewterer. 

It is disputed if footed plates were ever flagon stands. From St Denys York Church pewter -all that 
remains today are the two flagons and the two footed stands. 



No 5 in this document (JSB ref no 50) - 

Holy Trinity Micklegate York Flagon at York Minster 

Measurements – weight 2246 grams, base diameter 5 ½”, height table to rim 11 3/8” and 
table to acorn top (allowing as bent) 14”. 

A nice “R P” mark inside on central base (no engraving), thumbpiece – see note below, 
notable lower handle terminal. Slush (hollow made) handle, large Acorn. 



Martin Roberts notes in his letter to St Denis that the Holy Trinity Micklegate flagon is in 
most part identical to the St Denis other than the thumbpiece has a ‘bombe’ style 
thumbpiece crudely attached to remains of the original (likely to make practical the use 
of a thumbpiece) and the lid is also different. 



No 6 in this document (JSB ref no 5) 

 Penington - one N

To slightly correct the above please note the name appeared as *ENNINGTO*



Photograph of restored “Penrith 2004 Auction” Flagon -   "Image: Martin Roberts". 

Some of the information provided regarding this piece is from - 
Roberts, M: "Notes on Variant Form York Acorn Flagons", unpublished notes compiled in 2008. 



ST MARY THE VIRGIN CHURCH AT MUKER SWALEDALE NORTH YORKSHIRE 

No. 54 – Likely made by the Penington Family of Pewterers of Tadcaster c1700-1720

Original and good photo provided by the Church 

Photos following taken 13.03.2018 





Measurements taken 

Weight 2573 grams 

Height – table to rim 12 inches 

Height -  table to top of Thumbpiece 14 ½ inches 

Base diameter – 5 ½” 

Bowl circumference 23 ½ inches 

All measurements approximate. 

………………………………………………….. 

Condition. 

Decrepit, very oxidised, lid broken off, considerable thinning to inside base where any maker's mark would have 
been and a pin hole through. Likely very difficult to clean out when used. 

It is however my opinion that it could be restored - if a restorer could be found. Previous repairs to lid connection 
and to belly would need redoing. 

Value – I do not give valuations. The piece is scarce perhaps 9 are known of which one is in a private collection 4 are 
in ‘museums’ or safe keeping and 4 are in Churches in North Yorkshire. Such pewter is not sought after other than by 
a handful of specialist collectors. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

This is simply an initial draft on the day following photography and examination and might be subject to amendment 
depending on further research. Dates given are simply best guess – the range of dates engraved on such pieces are 
from 1697-1727. This type was previously referred to as the St Denys Type after St Denis Church at York who had a 
fine pair (with large ‘acorn’ finials to the lid). Unfortunately, the term was used loosely to cover different 
types/designs of ‘Acorn’ style Communion Flagon made later in and around York. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Pewter “Acorn” Communion Flagons are a particular type of Communion flagon used only in Yorkshire (give or take 
close boundaries) and were likely made between 1690 and 1790 only. They were impractical in being difficult to 
clean and easy to damage. Makers are thought to be identified in Stockton On tees, Tadcaster and York itself. 
Perhaps 5 or 6 different makers are recognised though there is either little, or no information, about any of them. 

Although now oxidised (some say dirty looking) when originally made they were a substitute and look-alike for silver. 
They were a precious part of the Communion Service. They may well have stood on a paten/small plate or tazza 
(footed plate – as for small sandwiches) the reason for this was so that the drips would not stain altar cloths or 
appear on the floor by the communion rail. This interpretation is not accepted by all experienced and interested 
collectors. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Below follows the little known regarding the Penningtons. 

Although likely to have made this flagon the following is a draft subject to further research if ever done, which 
might find different evidence as the name Penington was found elsewhere at the same time as pewterers – though 
not within a day’s horse ride of Muker! 



No 8 (JSB document reference no 56) 



The flagon weighs 1609 grams. It has a 5” diameter base. 

It stands table to rim at 9 ¾” and to the top of the thumbpiece barely over 12” 

These then were made in 12” 14” 16” and a bigger size. 

There are remains of the RP makers mark in the base.

The only engraving is “S B 1697”  to the outside – which if concurrent with use makes the 
Robert Penington born 1692 not the pewterer. 

I am unaware of his father’s occupation and were he to be the searcher recorded in 1714 
he certainly could only have been working for 2 or perhaps 3 years.  

Was his father or uncle then in the same trade before this Robert Penington? 

Coincidences abound. 



No. 9 in this document – 

353 - GRINTON CHURCH SWALEDALE at RIPON CATHEDRAL



NO DISCERNIBLE MARK 

Likely made by 
Robert Pennington of 

Tadcaster  
around 1700-1720 

IDENTITY OF PIECE 
– CHURCH OR?

353 – GRINTON 
ST ANDREW 
SWALEDALE 

CONDITION reasonable 
HEIGHT TABLE TO 
RIM 

12 inches 

HEIGHT TABLE TO 
TOP OF 
THUMBPIECE OR 
HIGHEST POINT 

13 inches 

DIAMETER AT RIM 3 7/8 inches 
DIAMETER AT 
FOOT 

5 ½ inches 

WEIGHT 2536 grams 
ANY ENGRAVING NO 
ANY MARK INSIDE 
BASE 

NOT 
DISCERNIBLE 

ANY MARK 
OUTSIDE BASE 

NO 

ANY MARK ON RIM NO 



    122 – WEST WITTON WHARFEDALE at RIPON CATHEDRAL 



IDENTITY OF PIECE – 
CHURCH OR? 

Straight sided 
Engraving dated 1677 

CONDITION fair 
HEIGHT TABLE TO RIM 8 1/4" inches 
HEIGHT TABLE TO TOP 
OF THUMBPIECE OR 
HIGHEST POINT 

10 ¼ inches 

DIAMETER AT RIM 4 ¾ inches 
DIAMETER AT FOOT 5 3/8 inches 
WEIGHT 1413 grams 
ANY ENGRAVING Yes see 123 below for 

clearer photo 
West Witton 1677 

ANY MARK INSIDE BASE Small photo illegible 
ANY MARK OUTSIDE 
BASE 

no 

ANY MARK ON RIM no 



123 – WEST WITTON at RIPON CATHEDRAL 



IDENTITY OF PIECE – 
CHURCH OR? 

 123 CHURCHOF WEST 
WITTON twin to 122 but 
with missing lid 

CONDITION Missing lid, otherwise 
moderate 

HEIGHT TABLE TO RIM 8 ¼ inches 
HEIGHT TABLE TO TOP 
OF THUMBPIECE OR 
HIGHEST POINT 
DIAMETER AT RIM 4 ½ inches 
DIAMETER AT FOOT Around 5 3/8 inches 
WEIGHT Missing lid 1075 grams 
ANY ENGRAVING Yes see photo 1677 

West Witton 
Gift of Christopher 
Norton Esq iin he parish 
of Westwitton 

ANY MARK INSIDE BASE Yes – N.P 

ANY MARK OUTSIDE 
BASE 

NO 

ANY MARK ON RIM NO 

PS16769 - Nicholas Penington, working years (Ricketts – Apprentices GB) recorded as a PEWTERER 
when his GRANDSON was apprenticed in 1716 

Perhaps this was the NP working as a pewterer in 1677. If he were born around 1650 then he would likely 
be around 52 when his grandson was born which given the times could be a little old, perhaps. Such 
thought is simply speculation and remains uncertain. 

The Family Association with this Dale and this Area through the named marks of Robert Pennington is 
however clear. 



384 -  GILLING WEST CHURCH at RIPON CATHEDRAL
(GILLING WEST is North of Richmond and West of Scotch Corner) 



Hallmarks to front top of lid above denticulations 

The mark in the base is illegible though it appears a letter P 
is to the top right. 



IDENTITY OF PIECE – 
CHURCH OR? 

384 – GILLING WEST 
STRAIGHT SIDED 

CONDITION REASONABLE 
HEIGHT TABLE TO RIM 9 ¾ inches 
HEIGHT TABLE TO TOP 
OF THUMBPIECE OR 
HIGHEST POINT 

12 ¼ inches 

DIAMETER AT RIM 4 ½ inches 
DIAMETER AT FOOT na 
WEIGHT 1929 grams 
ANY ENGRAVING NO 
ANY MARK INSIDE BASE  Yes perhaps RP 
ANY MARK OUTSIDE 
BASE 

MARKS – hall marks 
previously unknown to 
the lid 
Unusual pewterers 
working marks under 
base. 

ANY MARK ON RIM no 



385 and 386 – PLATES  from St Andrew’s Grinton or from ST AGATHAS 
of GILLING WEST - at Ripon Cathedral (unclear where plates from) 

n n n 



The above marks have not been previously recorded. 



IDENTITY OF PIECE – 
CHURCH OR? 

RIPON REFERENCES 
385 AND 386 

Two Narrow Rim Plates 
NOT A PAIR 
From GRINTON  
ST ANDREW CHURCH 
SWALEDALE 
OR FROM ST AGATHAS 
GILLING WEST 
(unclear where) 

CONDITION reasonable 
Diameter of plate 8 ½ inches 
DIAMETER of RIM 5/8 of an inch 
WEIGHT 331 grams (386)  

and 325 grams (385) 
ANY ENGRAVING NO 
ANY MARK underside Unrecorded ROBERT 

PENINGTON sadware 
marks 

ANY MARK ON RIM NO 

Tiring at this stage I failed to clearly separate the plate images. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

152 and 153 – Two Alms Dishes from KIRKLINGTON CHURCH at 
RIPON CATHEDRAL



The Route on which Churches that used Penington Flagons can be 
shown. (most of these are in store at the Cathedrals of York and Ripon. 

THE PENINGTON’S PERIGRINATIONS – DRAWN OVER JOAN BLAEU’S 
MAP OF YORKSHIRE OF 1645. (map courtesy of Jon Burge). 

Some Churches not shown were certainly there many years before this 
map was published and are there today – or replacements built in 
Victorian times. 

There were packhorse/wagon routes all over the country. Wigan 
makers seem to have had a regular method of shipping pewter to the 
York area (- there is a plate mentioned in YCP, then at a Yorks church, 
which is said to be by Jolly - a Wigan maker - bearing scratched 
inscription - perhaps as "by York carrier").
(edited comment courtesy of Martin Roberts). 
The Pewterer Edmund Harvey of Stockton on Tees appears also to have had an area 
accessible by horse perhaps on a day ride basis close to Stockton and south east and west 
of it. 



The Thumbpieces used are interesting.

The first shown appears as a ‘signature’ almost. The second appears 
not to be useful. The third is added to the second to make it useful (as 
likely is the first). 




